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Abzar Darman Co.

Name of Managing Director: Masoud ObeidRahmani
Types Of Products: Types Of Gauze & Bandage-Medical Gels-Dyeing Yarns & fabrics

Head Office Address: 3th floor-No 368-Next to Baseghi St.-North Soherevardi St.-Tehran1577944917Iran
Head Office Tel: (+98 21) 88746270-1, 88521372-3
Fax: (+98 21) 88752869
Factory Address: Tolid St.-JomhouriEslami Blvd.-Sharqh Industrial Town-Semnan-Iran
Factory Tel: (+98 23) 33652104-5
Fax: (+98 23) 33652105
Website: www.adc.ir
Email: salal@admed.com

Bafteh Co.

Name of Managing Director: Saber Ghodrati Nejad
Types Of Products: Sterile and Surgery Gauze-kinds of Pad

Head Office Address: #53, 5th Floor, No26, Shahid Azdi St., Karim Khan Ave., Tehran1598718545Iran
Head Office Telefax: (+98 21) 88904527
Factory Address: Sangtab Industrial Town –Km5 Kiakala Rd.-Imam Sq-. Ghaem Shahr 4778181377Iran
Factory Tel: (+98 11) 42175123
Fax: (+98 11) 42175122
Website: www.Tolidybafteh.com
Email: Bidi Kareche@Yahoo.com
**Bandhaye Pezeshki Iran Co.**

**Name of Managing Director:** Dr. Abbas Meh  
**Type of Products:** Hydrophil Cotton, and Sterile and Surgery Gauze.

**Head Office Address:** 1st Floor, No. 146 Mirzaei Zeynali St. North Sohravardi Ave. Tehran 1576984714 Iran  
**Head Office Tel:** (+98 21) 88742610-11  
**Fax:** (+98 21) 88742609  
**Factory Address:** By Payam Nour University Opp. 7000 Ton Seloo, Kamarbandi Rd. Takestan – Iran  
**Factory Tel:** (+98 28) 35223160  
**Fax:** (+98 28) 35229588  
**Website:** www.bpi-co.com  
**Email:** info@bpi-co.com

---

**Band Tebi Shomal Co.**

**Name of Managing Director:** Ahmad Mirbagheri  
**Type of Products:** Hydrophil Cotton, Orthopedic Bands.

**Head Office Address:** #6, 3rd Floor No. 22 Zafar St. Shariati St. Tehran -Iran  
**Head Office Tel:** (+98 21) 22920243-4  
**Fax:** (+98 21) 22906749  
**Factory Address:** Industrial Town, Chamestan Amol - Iran  
**Factory Tel:** (+98 11) 44665747  
**Fax:** (+98 11) 44665748  
**Email:** ahmad.mirbagheri@yahoo.com
Gole Orkideh Khorasan Medical & Hygienic Industries Co.

Name of Managing Director: Ali Reza Bazghandi
Type of Products: Hydrophil Cotton, Bandage, Kinds of Pad

Factory Address: Boutan Gas Rd., Beginning of Tapeh Salam, Km. 14 Fariman Rd., Mashad - Iran
Factory Tel: (+98 51) 33554215-33554315
Fax: (+98 51) 32554641
Email: goleorkidehkhorasan@yahoo.com

Kaveh Cotton, Gauze and Bandage Co.

Name of Managing Director: Asghar Towfighi
Type of Products: Hydrophil Cotton, Bandage & Sterile and Surgery Gauze

Head Office Address: No 27, Shahid Atefi St., Opp Mellat Park, Vali Asr Ave. Tehran 1967933676 Iran
Head Office Tel: (+98 21) 22050301
Fax: (+98 21) 22055665
Factory Address: 15th St. Azadi Ave., Kaveh Industrial Town Saveh 3914174156 Iran
Factory Tel: (+98 86) 42342128
Fax: (+98 86) 42342127
Website: www.kavehbgc.com
Email: info@kavehbgc.com
**Mahan Tafresh Textile Co.**

Name of Managing Director: Abdol Yaser Mahmoudi  
Type of Products: Kinds of Medical and Surgery Bandage.

Head Office Address: #4, 2th Floor, Giah Building, No 11, 4th Alley, Pakistan St., Shahid Beheshti Ave., Tehran 1531645916 Iran  
Head Office Tel: (+98 21) 88171218-9  
Fax: (+98 21) 88532597  
Factory Address: Shohada Industrial Town, Tafresh-3956114385- Iran  
Factory Tel: (+98 86) 36265440  
Fax: (+98 86) 36265588  
Email: Mahmoudi 835_eng@yahoo.com

---

**Marham Saz Meybod Co.**

Name of Managing Director: Jalil Mahammadi  
Type of Products: Hydrophil Cotton, Kinds of Bandage

Head Office Address: #38, 3th Floor, Tavana St., Khanbabaee Alley, After Tirajeh, Ashrafi Esfahani, Poonak, Tehran-Iran  
Head Office Tel: (+98 21) 44488257-44488259  
Fax: (+98 21) 44481332  
Factory Address: Hasan Abad Industrial Town, Meybod Yazd – Iran P.O.Box: 89615-359  
Factory Telefax: (+98 35) 32332822  
Website: www.marhamsaz.com
Narin Meybod Cotton Co.

Name of Managing Director: Kiarash Hakimi Meibodi
Type of Products: Hydrophil Cotton

Head Office Address: Motahari St. Yazd - Iran
Head Office Tel: (+98 35) 35246642-3
Fax: (+98 35) 35229753
Factory Address: After Municipality depot - Shams Abad Meybod - Iran
Factory Telefax: (+98 35) 32351278
Email: Narin.Cotton@yahoo.com

Sahand Towel and Hydrophil Cotton Co.

Name of Managing Director: Faramarz Arbabian
Type of Products: Towel - Hydrophil Cotton.

Head Office Address: 4th Floor No. 9 Kabkanian St. Keshavarz Blvd. Tehran - Iran
Head Office Tel: (+98 21) 88950431
Fax: (+98 21) 88971686
Factory Address: By Road Police, Km. 14 Khosro Shahr Rd. Tabriz - Iran
Factory Tel: (+98 412) 2653690
Fax: (+98 412) 2653692
Saneteb Co.

Name of Managing Director: Amir Hossein Aghaee
Types Of Products: kinds of Sterile and Surgery Gauze-kinds of Hospital Equipments

Head Office Adress: #1, No 31, Nakisa Alley, Kavousi far St., Shahid Beheshtl St., Tehran -Iran
Head Office Tel: (+98 21) 88759368
Fax: (+98 21) 88759369
Factory Adress: Razi St., Imam Blvd., Kaspean Industrial Town, -Qazvin -Iran
Factory Tel: (+98 28) 32848253
Fax: (+98 28) 32848255
Website: www.saneteb.com
Email: info@saneteb.com

Teb & Polymer Co.

Name of Managing Director: Abdolsamad Jafari Kafash
Types Of Products: Clothing and hospital disposable sterile surgical pads

Head Office Adress: 2thFloor-No 24, Ghaffari St., Mashahir St., Ghaem magham farahani St., Tehran - Iran
Head Office Tel: (+98 21) 88835053
Fax: (+98 21) 88830994
Factory Adress: No 2335-1st Sq.-17th St.-Modarres St.-Ebne Sina Blvd-Abbas Abad Industrial Town-Km 45 Khavaran Rd.- Tehran -Iran
Factory Tel: (+98 21) 36428150
Fax: (+98 21) 36428151
Website: www.medipolco.com
Email: info@medipolco.com